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1. Introduction

We will consider the formulas of modal logic without functional symbols. The formulas
F contain only logical connectives¬,∧,∨ and no logical or modal symbol inF occur in
the scope of a negation.

Consider a Gentzen-type formulation of the predicate calculus S4 from [1]. Its deriv-
able objects are sequentsΓ `, whereΓ is a finite list of formulas of the language con-
sidered. The order inΓ will always be disregarded, henceΓ is treated as a multiset (the
number of occurences of formulas is important). The axioms are the sequents of the
formsΓ, A,¬A `, whereA is a formula. We will denote the bound individual variables
by x, y, z, x1, x2, ..., free individual variable bya, a1, a2, ..., and terms byt, t1, t2, ....

2. Basic results

DEFINITION 1. A calculus S4, in which the ground termt of the inference rule(∀ `)

Γ, F (t), ∀xF (x) `
Γ, ∀xF (x) `

belongs to the sequent written under the line, is called minus-normal (if the conclusion
does not contain any ground term, thent is a new free variable).

DEFINITION 2. Given a formula F(x), a substitutiont/x, the formula F(t) is called a
substitution instance ofF andt an apparent term.

Theorem 1. If a sequent is derivable in the calculus S4, then it is also derivable in the
minus-normal calculus S4.

Proof. Recall that we consider formulas without functional symbols. The theorem
is not valid for the formulas with functional symbols. For example, the sequent
∀x∀y♦∀z♦(P (x) ∧ (Q(y) ∧ ¬Q(f(z)))) ` is derivable in S4, but it is not derivable
in the minus-normal calculus S4.
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We can construct a derivation in S4 so that each application of the rule(∃ `) the
following condition hold: the apparently free variable is new not only in the considered
branch, but also in all deduction tree. Let us fix the last sequent (that is an axiom) of a
derivation tree. We begin a top-down path with the considered axiom. Assume, we found
the first application of the rule(∀ `) which does not satisfy the minus-normal condition.
It means that free variables belong to the conclusion of the rule (suppose that one of these
variables isa), but the apparent termt is a new variable not occurring in the conclusion. In
this case, we replacet by a in the premises of the considered rule, that is, in each sequent
over the line. After this replacing, the tree rests a derivation. Indeed,

1. The apparent variables in any application of the inference rule(∃ `) are new vari-
ables in the deduction tree. From this it follows that all the considered variables differ
from a.

2. Each application of the inference rule(∀ `), which is over the considered applica-
tion in the tree, is minus-normal. If an apparent term of some rule(∀ `) weret, then now
it would becomea.

Note that the complexity of a derivation tree can only decrease after the renamingt by
a. It is also possible to eliminate all applications of the inference rule(∀ `) not satisfying
the minus-normal condition.

DEFINITION 3. A formula of the formR1...RnG, whereRi (i = 1, ..., n) is a quantifier
or a modal operator, andG a quantifier-free formula not containing modal operators, is
called a formula in the prenex form with a generalized prefix.

We use those notations throughout this paper.

DEFINITION 4. Given a formulaF = R1...RnG in prenex form with generalized pre-
fix, the formulaRi1...RisG, whereRi1...Ris is obtained fromR1...Rn by deleting all
occurrences of modal operators, is called a projection ofF .

Theorem 2. Let there be a formulaR1...RnG in the prenex form with a generalized pre-
fix such that the prefix does not contain modal operator♦. ThenR1...RnG ` is derivable
if and only if its projectionRi1 ...RisG ` is derivable.

Proof. Application of the rule(� `) gives us only a possibility to repeat the applications
of the rules(∀ `), (∃ `) with the same main formulaR1...RnG (i 6 n) or Gσ, where
σ is a substitution. One does not need a special duplication rule because applications
of the rule(∀ `) preserve the main formulas in premises. Duplication of the formulas
beginning with∀ and also the formulasGσ is not necessary because the weakening rule
in a classical predicate calculus is superfluous. The theorem is proved.

Consider some decidable classA of formulas of a classical predicate calculus in
prenex form. We will construct another classAM of formulas in prenex form with a
generalized prefix of modal logic using the setA.
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DEFINITION 5. Let the modal operator♦ does not occur in generalized prefixR1...Rn
or there are occurrences of operator♦ rightwards of the last occurrences of operator�.
FormulaR1...RnG belongs toAM if and only if its projectionRi1 ...RisG belong to the
classA.

Theorem 3. The classAM is decidable.

Proof. Case1. The modal operator♦ does not occur in a generalized prefix of the for-
mula. In this case,R1...RnG is derivable if and only ifRi1 ...RisG is derivable according
to Theorem 2.

Case2. The modal operator� does not occur in a generalized prefix of a formula or
there are occurrences of operator♦ rightwards of the last occurrence of operator�, i.e.,
we consider the formulas having the shape of

R1...Ri♦∀xi+2...∀xi+s−1∃xsQs+1xs+1...Qnxn.G (1)

The operator♦ is in the(i+ 1)th position and there are only quantifiers rightwards.
Assume that the first right occurrence of the quantifier∃ with respect to the last occur-
rence of operator♦ is in the(i + s)th position. Moreover, assume we have a matrixG
in a conjunctive normal form withk clauses. Without loss of generality, we consider a
calculus with the following propositional rule:

(∨∧ `)
Γ, L1

1, ..., L
1
n1
` ...Γ, Lk1, ..., Lknm `

Γ, (L1
1 ∧ ... ∧ L1

n1
) ∨ ...∨ (Lk1 ∧ ... ∧ Lknm) `

whereLij (i = 1, ..., k; j = 1, 2, ...,max(n1, ..., nm)) is a literal.
We will use the following proof-search strategy: wheneverGσ is obtained, we apply

the rule(∨∧ `). Since the formulaΓσ does not contain a modal operators, the strategy
is complete. Let formula (1) be deducible and we have its deduction tree. Consider thek
axioms obtained as a result of the application of the rule(∨∧ `). We follow the path from
those axioms to the root. Suppose we found the first application of the rule(♦ `). We
delete all atomic formulas by applying the rule(♦ `) and, therefore, each complementary
pair can be only a successor of those applications of the rules, whose main formulas are
of the formRv...RnG (v > i+ 2). That is, formula (1) is deducible if and only if there
is such a substitution

σ = {t1/x1, ..., ti/xi, ti+2/xi+2, ..., ti+s−1/xi+s−1} ,

for which the formula∃xi+sRi+s+1...RnGσ is deducible.
From Theorem 1 it follows that the set of the considered substitutions is finite up to

renaming variables. Therefore, a classAM is decidable because a deducibility of formulas
of AM reduces to a deducibility of formulas of the decidable classA. Theorem is proved.

Theorem 4. Consider a class of formulas in the prenex normal form. If the matrix of
formulas contain only one-place predicate variables and do not contain the occurrences
of the modal operator�, then the class is decidable.
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Proof. Note that only atomic formulas are in the scope of a negation (see the introduction
of this paper).

Let us fix a formulaF = R1...RnM , whereM is a matrix, that is, a quantifier-free
formula. We will now find such a formulaG of the classical calculus that the sequentF `
is deducible in the modal logic S4 if and only if the sequentG ` is deducible in classical
predicate calculus. We will say that a quantifier-free formulaM is in anm-disjunctive
normal form if it is of the formN1 ∨ ...∨Ns, whereNi (i = 1, ..., s) is a conjunction of
literals and the formulas beginning with♦.

Using the well-known equivalences of classical propositional logic and the following
equivalences of modal logic S4

♦♦A ≡ ♦A

♦(A ∨B) ≡ ♦A ∨ ♦B

we can obtain an equivalent formulaM ′ which is in anm-disjunctive normal form and for
any of its subformulas♦A, that is, for any subformulas beginning with♦ the following
condition hold:A is also in anm-disjunctive normal form.

BelowM ′ is a formula in anm-disjunctive normal form equivalent to matrixM of the
initial formulaF.

In that follows “subformula” means “subformula with the fixed occurrence”. In other
words, we consider different occurrences of the same formula as different subformulas.
We define the transformationEl, that is, an elimination of the operator♦ by induction on
the subformulas ofM.

Suppose that♦G1, ...,♦Gn is the list of the all subformulas ofM the modal degree of
which is equal to one andvi1 , ..., vin are the new individual variables not occurring inM.
We change the subformulas♦Gj(j = 1, ..., n) by the formulas whose are obtained from
Gj by replacing the all one-place predicate variables by the two-place predicate variables
with the same name. The variablevij is the second individual variable for all subformulas
of Gj.

The modal degree of the initial formula is greater than the modal degree of the ob-
tained formula. If the obtained formula contains the modal operator, then we repeat the
elimination procedure. Notice that the considered formula contains the two-place predi-
cate variables, but we replace only one-place predicate variables by new individual vari-
ables not occurring in the considered formula.

We change the initial formulaF = R1...RnM
′ byR1..Rn∃vi1 ...∃visEl(M ′), where

vi1 , ..., vis are new variables introduced by the elimination of the operator♦ in M ′. We
will show that the sequentF ` is deducible in S4 if and only if the sequent

R1..Rn∃vi1 ...∃visEl(M ′) ` (2)

is deducible in the classical predicate calculus.
In fact, if we can find in a deduction tree ofF ` such a substitutionσ that a sequent

of the form♦Gσ ` (hence,♦G is a subformula ofF) is deducible, then we can also
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find such a substitutionσ′ thatEl(G)σ′ ` is deducible in the classical calculus and vice
versa. It suffices to use the substitutionσ′ = σ ∪ {a/vij}, wherea is a new free variable
andvij is a variable introduced by the elimination of the operator♦. Note that a literal
occurring in♦Gσ can form a comlementary pair in a deduction tree only with the literals
of the same♦Gσ. That is, the result depends only onσ. The formula♦Gσ is equivalent
to either the logical constantfalseor logical constanttrue.

It means that we obtain a formula of the classical predicate calculus with one- and two-
place predicate variables, which is derivable if and only if the initial formula of modal
logic is derivable in S4. The obtained formula of classical predicate calculus belongs to
the derivable classK [2], because every F-prefix is of length 1 or ends with the quantifier
∃ (recall, we consider the formula on the left side of a sequent). The theorem is proved.

Concluding remarks

Theorem 4 can be generalized in the case, where the formula is not in a prenex normal
form. Our requirement that the formulas contain only logical connectives¬,∨,∧, is not
necessary. It is possible to consider a general cases. For this reason, one needs to intro-
duce a notion of the negative (positive) occurrence of a subformula to a formula.
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Kai kurios išsprendžiamos modalumo logikos S4 klas˙es

S. Norgėla

Nagrinėjamos modalumo logikos S4 formul˙es, kuriose yra tik login˙es operacijos¬,∨,∧ ir
neiginys sutinkamas tik prieš atomines formules. Jei↪i tokias formules↪ieina vien tik modalumo
operatoriai� ir nėra jose♦ (arba ↪ieina vien tik ♦ ir nėra jose�), tai toki ↪u formuli ↪u klasės
išsprendžiamos. Be to,↪irodyta, kad normaliosios priešd˙elinės formos su vienvieˇciais predikatiniais
kintamaisiais formuli↪u klasė išsprendžiama, jei formuli↪u matricose n˙era modalumo operatoriaus�
↪ieiči ↪u.


